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Part 1

BBZ, Studio 7A, BBZ Plaza, Burbank, 7.30 pm.

Abigail Repor-Tastory, Discovery Presenter, turns to face the camera: Good evening and welcome to a new episode of ‘Discoveries that Change our Lives’. Our guest this evening is once again Dr. Anastasia Noitall-Most5 from the Streber Elite University of Los Angeles. Good evening Dr. Noitall-Most (shaking hands) and thank you for appearing on the program.

Dr. Noitall-Most: Good evening Abi, it is always a pleasure to be here.

Ms. Repor-Tastory: Ani, this evening we want to discuss what seem to be amazing discoveries about the home microbiome and ... did you mention ghosts in our pre-show chat?

Dr. Noitall-Most: Yes, Abi. Some quite unusual and highly controversial discoveries have been reported recently. The backdrop to these new findings is that the microbial communities present in places we spend any time in – our homes, workplaces, garden sheds, tattoo studios, super yachts, karaoke bars, gyms, restaurants, tangueria, beauty parlours, etc., the so-called Built Environment – contain the microbes of our skin6.

Ms. Repor-Tastory: Yes, there has been quite a bit of news on the topic, especially via social media. But why is this so newsworthy?

Dr. Noitall-Most: Well, previously, it was thought that air had a sort of nondescript air-dust characteristic microbiota derived from wind-, garden blower-, road sweeper-, jet engine- and traffic-suspended microbes from soil, vegetation, inanimate surfaces, and even dust from the Sahara, which is regularly blown north from Africa7, and that inside air is just outside air let in through doors and windows. Augmented, of course, by all the amazing stuff dogs bring in, mostly but not only on their paws, and broadcast into the air when they perform their scratching frenzies to entertain us. And by the microbiomes of our wonderful zoos of smaller, more discrete, house guests, like silverfish, dust mites, carpet beetles, cockroaches, bedbugs, et al, who relish the varied tasty treats we thoughtfully provide for them in our built environment, and who are launched into the air by the daily/weekly/monthly clean-up. And, occasionally, in some less well-ventilated buildings, by aisma of fungal spores.

Ms. Repor-Tastory, signalling intense disgust: Ughhh, the thought of those creepy-crawlies being part of my home makes me shiver!

Dr. Noitall-Most: Just so! Anyway, the key thing is that metagenomic analyses have shown that, although air of the built environment contains soil-vegetation-road-Sahara dust microbes, it also includes significant numbers of microbes derived from human (and, for
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households with pets, animal) skin. As you know from social media, we humans are 50% microbial, that is our bodies consist of about the same number of microbes as human cells or about 40 trillion of each. Now, if we imagine that these 40t microbes might reproduce every few hours, it is pretty obvious that we would explode and become unceremoniously buried under tons of microbial slime pretty sharply if we did not get rid of them at the same rate. Which we do: most of our microbial friends live in our colon, and those that have outstayed their welcome are unceremoniously dispatched, mostly daily, to wastewater treatment plants for job retraining and the adventure of a new life. However, the number of cells not sanitarily disposed of in this manner, those covering hair, skin, airways, etc., is still pretty large and these are simply jettisoned into the environment, mostly our built environment. And, crucially, since individual humans have distinctive microbiomes, we thereby personalize with our own microbes the surfaces and dust in rooms we enter/occupy.

Ms. Repor-Tastory: Ok, but what is the significance of this – how does it affect viewers?

Dr. Noitall-Most: Well, the thing is that even a relatively transient sojourn in a room leaves a microbial trail – we all shed skin continuously: the average human sheds on average 30 million bacteria per hour – more in the case of blokes that dry shave – so, for example, if an uninvited guest pays a call while we are at work, on a furtive romantic assignation, out Morris Dancing, placing a sure-fire bet on a pony, or borrowing sugar from the neighbour, he/she will unwittingly leave their microbial calling card. So: the microbiota of the built environment can be used for criminal forensics.

Ms. Repor-Tastory: But doesn't the wonderful DNA profiling technique already do the job?

Dr. Noitall-Most: Yes, Abi: it certainly does. However, DNA profiling has recently been getting a bit of bad press, not because the technology itself is problematic, but because its implementation is not always perfect. So, to have additional methods and lines of evidence to identify villains invading and plundering our personal space is becoming essential. And moreover: given the fact that humans spend most of their time in the built environment, merrily breathing in all of its microbial bounty day and night, its potential influence on health and disease is coming under increasing scrutiny.

Ms. Repor-Tastory: I see: so the microbiome of the built environment is a really important thing right now. But what is the issue with ghosts?

Dr. Noitall-Most: Well, as you said, this story was also widely spread by social media and one individual who learned about it this way was Professor Humphrey Geis-terbahn of the Department of Paranormal Studies at the University of Eastern Carpathia, who immediately had the idea that perhaps ghosts have a microbiome and may leave a signature microbial trail when they go on their nightly constitutionals. After consultation of his funding agency, and the BPRD, he initiated a major new research programme based on this idea. Being a field mycologist by training, he then designed a rather neat experiment.

First of all, he identified several well-characterized ghost paths, all very dark corridors, remote from windows, in five uninhabited houses older than 200 years. He then designed special microbiome traps – basically 30 x 30 cm moist pads containing a sticky resuscitation-nutrient solution, arranged in pairs, one above the other, 80 cm and 140 cm from the floor – and placed them along the paths at 2 m intervals. As controls, he placed traps along stretches of corridor not documented to be ghost flight paths. Over a period of several weeks, he installed himself in each house at an inconspicuous location where he could observe in comfort and, after every passage of a ghost, removed the microbiome traps for analysis, and replaced them with new ones for the next passage. Where possible, three repeat traverses of each ghost were made in the study, since some biologists believe 3 replicates to be the magic number for statistical analysis, though not all ghosts were always compliant and occasionally took irregular routes. Somewhat frustratingly, one ghost always took evasive action when confronted with a trap.
Ms. Repor-Tastory, shifting uncomfortably in her chair: OOOOHH! Gosh, Ani. This is so spooky! What was the outcome of the experiment?

Dr. Noitall-Most: Yes, it is certainly not your everyday grad student research project fodder! Anyway, the microbiome traps were subsequently placed in closed containers, and transported to a high security biosafety facility, an upgraded version of what had previously been a cold war biological warfare research station. Here they were analysed by cultivation, to obtain and identify the bugs that would grow on lab media, and by metagenomics, to capture all microbes and obtain approximate quantitative estimates of them.

The results of Professor Geisterbahn’s experiments were rather interesting: the cultivation experiments revealed only typical well-known dust bugs in both ghost and control paths, with no detectable differences between the two. However, the metagenomics analysis revealed that, in addition to the normal dust microbes found in old houses, there were a few different bugs that were specifically associated with the ghost paths. All of the ghost-associated microbes were spore-forming bacteria and fungi – i.e. microbes that produce spores which are a dormant form that can survive for decades, even centuries, and probably much longer. But, importantly, many were completely new, although a few were distantly related to Gloamingia shiveri, a bacterium only found so far on the facial whiskers of vampire bats. And since none of the cultivated microbes were the same as or similar to the ghost-associated bugs - GAB for short – it seems that GAB are not culturable.

Ms. Repor-Tastory, shivering involuntarily: So there really are ghost bacteria!

Dr. Noitall-Most: Well, at this stage, results were rather preliminary and, as you can imagine, not readily accepted by the microbiology establishment. And, because the new bugs were, well… new, there was no information on what they might do or have done.

Ms. Repor-Tastory: In other words, they were ephemeral?

Dr. Noitall-Most: Quite! Now, since Professor Geisterbahn had reached a dead-end, he sought assistance from the Imaging Group of Mabriella Golinari and Ranfredy Mohde of the Walpur Gisnacht Institute for Cellular Pathology in Bad Hurzbarg in Northern Germany, which is not
only a world leader in microscopy but also in growing difficult-to-culture microbes and exploring their biotechnological potential, for example the production of inhibitors that could be leads for new medicaments\textsuperscript{13}. Well, Mabriella and Ranfredy were understandably sceptical of the ghost context but, on the other hand, interested to access new microbial diversity, whatever the source. Moreover, the international impact of their recent work on the bacterial basis of memory\textsuperscript{14} had been recognised by a prestigious award that allowed expansion of their team, so they had enough capacity to take on a new topic.

Initial microscopic scrutiny of the material collected on the ghostpads revealed a lot of spores, but also about 40\% of vegetative cells, as we can see in the screened image\textsuperscript{15}.

The Bad Hurzbarg team tried out their entire spectrum of resuscitation media with very low nutrient concentrations and looked for germination of spores, but without success. They then brewed up several new media containing dust collected from the burial crypt of a nearby abandoned abbey and one proved to be a winner. This medium, which they designated *Ghost Organism Rescue Medium*, or *GORM* for short, induced germination of practically all spores into vegetative cells, and thus allowed the team to obtain first high-resolution images of the ghost microbes. Unfortunately, none of the germinated spores went on to reproduce and form colonies.

*Ms. Repor-Tastory:* Another dead-end!

*Dr. Noitall-Most:* Well, not quite! In the old days, it was impossible to study the activities of bugs that could not be persuaded to grow in the laboratory, so we were obliged to just give up and concentrate on those that could. But now, the genome sequences of individual microbial cells can be determined, analysed by clever algorithms, and metabolic models generated that predict potential activities of the sequenced bugs\textsuperscript{16}. So, for example, the genetic information for the production of new antibiotics and other drugs by uncultured bacteria associated with marine sponges has been obtained by single cell genomics, opening up the prospect of producing a new generation of drugs that were previously hidden from us\textsuperscript{17}.

So Professor Geisterbahn teamed up with a hot-shot single cell genomics group at the Cajun-Bayou University of Southern Louisiana, headed by Leonie Broussard and Hawiovi\textsuperscript{18} Longread, and together they isolated individual spores by micromanipulation, determined their genome sequences, and bioinformatically identified the potential functions they possess.

*Ms. Repor-Tastory:* Wow: not so ephemeral!

*Dr. Noitall-Most:* Absolutely! And so equipped with the morphology of the vegetative cells, the phylogenetic information given by the genome sequences, and the metabolic features bioinformatically predicted from the metabolic construction analyses, Mabriella and Ranfredy were able to propose proper names for most of the ghostbugs\textsuperscript{19}: the bacteria *Wraithia terrifyingi*, *Poltergeisttas bansheea*, *Spookia bogeymana*, *Shroudia frighteningi*, and the fungus *Spectormyces creepii*. We can see images of some of these on the screen:
1: Spookia bogeymana, 2: Phantomius miragilis, 3: Poltergeistas bansheea, 4: Hauntio scariae, 5: Shroudia frighteningi, 6: Wraithia terrifyingi. v and s indicate vegetative forms and spores, respectively.

Ms. Repor-Tastory, squirming on her chair: Golly: ghost microbes look rather threatening!

Dr. Noitall-Most: Yes, they have unusual, somewhat sinister cellular forms. Anyway, let’s return to the genomic analysis, which is really fascinating. Firstly, all genomes of GAB were fairly small, which was not too surprising, given the fact that GAB probably don’t do much most of the time. And: although most of the genomic information deciphered was rather routine, all of the new microbes had several unusual features in common, such as a minimal, low energy – so-called Spartan or scavenger – metabolism, with lots of high affinity uptake systems for nutrients especially volatile organic compounds, which fits the nutrient-poor environment they inhabit, and an unusually rich assortment of pathways for compatible solutes, which help microbes survive under dry conditions.

Ms. Repor-Tastory: Ok . . . do forgive me, but this does not seem super exciting.

Dr. Noitall-Most, signalling ever-so-slight irritation: Well, sorry, but not all important scientific results are exciting to the uninitiated!

Ms. Repor-Tastory, slightly chastened: Yes, of course: do please continue.

Dr. Noitall-Most: Hmmm: well, in addition, the ghost-bugs unexpectedly had gene clusters for the production of so-called gas vesicles, essentially large air bubbles which are normally found in microbes inhabiting salty water bodies, and that allow them to control their buoyancy in order to migrate up and down in order to find environmentally-optimal conditions for their growth.

Ms. Repor-Tastory: Interesting, but why would GAB make air bubbles?

Dr. Noitall-Most: Well: this is admittedly rather difficult to understand. However, Leonie made some assumptions about the metabolism of GAB, which allowed her to propose that they could make methane and/or ammonia, which are both lighter than air. If the gas vesicles
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contained either of these instead of air, and if they were airtight, ghostbugs themselves could be lighter than air. Professor Geisterbahn therefore concluded that the gas vesicles in GAB facilitate the floating appearance of their otherworldly hosts on their evening passeggiata. I should, however, remark that the plausibility of this hypothesis has been ridiculed by several experts.

Ms. Repor-Tastory, blinking quickly: Well, I never!

Dr. Noitall-Most: Another unusual characteristic of the genomes was the presence of tandem genes for green, blue and red fluorescent proteins. The archetypal green fluorescent protein, or GFP, was originally discovered in a jellyfish, but a whole range of fluorescent proteins are now known. Interestingly, these proteins have been exploited by biologists for years as molecular beacons and have been extraordinarily useful as tools for visualising and localising all kinds of proteins in cells, and for detecting and measuring gene activity. But the thing is: as everyone knows, when green, blue and red light are combined, white light is the result. So, instead of a jellyfish with a green beacon, we might have a ghost with a ghostly white aura.

Ms. Repor-Tastory, hands involuntarily leaping to her mouth: Oh my goodness: what next?

Dr. Noitall-Most, coolly resisting the urge to participate in the drama build-up: Another unexpected finding of the genome analysis was a pathway for an unusual form of melanin, which they called Spectremelanin, or SM. As everyone knows, melanin is a pigment found in many organisms, including us, that efficiently absorbs and protects against sunlight and radiation. However, it has different roles in different organisms in different settings, including contributing to virulence of pathogenic microbes. Moreover, right next to the genes for SM were genes for the production of an unusual form of microsporine-like amino acids, or MLAAs. These also protect against ultraviolet radiation and are known as microbial sunscreens, but have diverse roles in biology and have been assigned to the small group of globally important molecules of keystone significance. The ghostbug MLA was designated SpectreMLAA, or SMLAA for short. Naturally, Professor Geisterbahn concluded that, since ghosts almost always appear at night, almost always in dark or low light locations, they must be sensitive to light, especially sunlight, and perhaps UV irradiation. He proposes that SM and SMLAA production by GAB serves the purpose of efficiently mopping up any extraneous sun-, candle- or torchlight the ghost accidentally may encounter, thereby protecting it from what is probably its primary hazard.

Ms. Repor-Tastory, hands covering mouth: Oh my giddy aunt! So movie depictions of the light-shyness of otherworldly beings is justified and ghosts do prefer their environments to be as black as Newgate’s knocker?

Dr. Noitall-Most: Well, perhaps, but let’s not get carried away! And talking about movies: in some popular depictions, ghosts leave behind unpleasant trails of slime - so-called ectoplasm - that give us a nasty shock when we touch a door handle, step into some in bare feet, etc. However, the Cajun-Bayou group did not find genes for the production of extracellular polymers or slime, which is perhaps not surprising, since slime production requires a goodly food supply, which ghostbugs do not generally have.

Ms. Repor-Tastory: So ectoplasm is Hollywood fiction?

Dr. Noitall-Most: Yes, and pretty typical of the film industry. However, the most fascinating finding of the genome scanners was the presence of ice nucleation protein, or INP, genes. These are produced by a number of microbes and have the property of causing water vapour in the atmosphere to form ice crystals on the surface of the bug at low temperatures. The original discovery of bugs that produce INP on plant leaves was an absolutely amazing finding at the time, and early work revealed that they play an important role in the frost damage of crops like strawberries. It has been subsequently suggested that they may play a significant role in climate processes – cloud, rain and snow formation – when swept off vegetation by wind into the atmosphere where they nucleate ice crystal formation. And talking about movies: in some popular depictions, ghosts leave behind unpleasant trails of slime - so-called ectoplasm - that give us a nasty shock when we touch a door handle, step into some in bare feet, etc. However, the Cajun-Bayou group did not find genes for the production of extracellular polymers or slime, which is perhaps not surprising, since slime production requires a goodly food supply, which ghostbugs do not generally have.

Ms. Repor-Tastory: So ectoplasm is Hollywood fiction?

Dr. Noitall-Most: Yes, and pretty typical of the film industry. However, the most fascinating finding of the genome scanners was the presence of ice nucleation protein, or INP, genes. These are produced by a number of microbes and have the property of causing water vapour in the atmosphere to form ice crystals on the surface of the bug at low temperatures. The original discovery of bugs that produce INP on plant leaves was an absolutely amazing finding at the time, and early work revealed that they play an important role in the frost damage of crops like strawberries. It has been subsequently suggested that they may play a significant role in climate processes – cloud, rain and snow formation – when swept off vegetation by wind into the atmosphere where they nucleate ice crystal formation.

Ms. Repor-Tastory, shifting uncomfortably in her chair: OOOOH! And what might the ghostly role of INP be?

Dr. Noitall-Most: Well, Abi: at present, we can only speculate because ghosts are currently not part of the microbiologist’s experimental repertoire. But, if we step into the still very much disputed framework of the existence of ghosts and ghost microbiomes...and if we allow our imagination to roam freely....and if we recall that people viewing ghosts in cold situations often experience sudden shivery chills on exposed skin, even when their bodies are wrapped up warmly, then we might interpret this as ice crystal-loaded microbes shed during the passage of the ghost drifting onto the exposed skin of the observer, which
will definitely induce an otherworldly chilling sensation. And: we should keep in mind that some people report that, when they have had a more or less direct contact with a ghost, i.e. they have been directly on its walkabout trajectory, and not been able to jump out of the way, they have experienced a damp, cold sensation as the spirit brushed by, like walking into a heavy cold mist.

**Ms. Repor-Tastory, shivering:** Oh: I am beginning to feel the chill right now. I think we better take a short break and a long stiff drink to fortify us for the next part.

**Part 2**

**Ms. Repor-Tastory, slightly flushed:** Welcome back viewers to this absolutely fascinating, if somewhat disturbing topic. But before we return to the story, Ani, tell me: how can you discuss these frightening things in such a relaxed fashion?

**Dr. Noitall-Most:** Well: I personally do not believe in ghosts, though I have several relatives who do and claim to have actually seen them. But of course, as a scientist, I cannot disprove their existence, either. The thing is: I have never encountered one and, if I do, I do not expect to be harmed by it. How many deaths or injuries caused by ghosts were documented last year? And are we frightened by smoking or driving, despite their associated frightening ghosts were documented last year? And are we frightened by them. How many deaths or injuries caused by ghosts were documented last year? And are we frightened by them?

**Ms. Repor-Tastory, brightening up:** Gosh, yes, isn’t downtown Geneva a paradise for shoppers, especially those who love handbags. I remember one occasion when I was with this incredibly well off broker. …(angry noises coming from the in-ear headphone), oh sorry – you were saying?

**Dr. Noitall-Most, dreamily:** Yes, and the fantastic chocolate boutiques….! But to return to the here and now or, rather, the otherworldly there and then, Mabriella and Ranfredy were frustrated that the only information on GAB was bioinformatic in nature: there was no physiological data. So, after some in-house brainstorming, they had a nice idea. They isolated individual spores by micromanipulation, using the protocol of Leonie and Hawiovi, and placed them on GORM containing radioactive precursors, to allow preliminary assessment of intact metabolic functions, by a new technique called high resolution single cell metabolomics, or SICMICS. They then shared with Leonie and Hawiovi their new information, which corroborated a number of the key bioinformatic predictions, and allowed significant refinement of their metabolic models. One important conclusion of the modelling, and now confirmed by the experimental data, was that all GAB lack one or more essential functions for reproduction – they do not have a complete minimal genome – the minimal complement of genes needed for growth and reproduction29 – which explains their inability to grow on laboratory media.

**Ms. Repor-Tastory:** Well, in that case, I do not understand how they exist, if they are not able to perpetuate themselves.

**Dr. Noitall-Most:** An excellent point, Abi! The thing is that there are many microbes out there that lack essential functions for an autonomous existence: they are called auxotrophs31. Pretty much all microbes live in complex communities, the members of which share resources. They practice a complex pattern of division of labour, with different members manufacturing and sharing the vast range of different substances they collectively need for metabolism, growth and reproduction, and thereby economise on use of available resources31. So, for example, microbe 1, which receives metabolite X made by microbe 2 in the community, does not need the genetic information to make metabolite X, and may therefore lack this information and thereby save energy by not committing resources to make it. Obviously, microbe 1, which is auxotrophic for X, can grow in its natural environment, but will not grow as a single organism in the laboratory, unless the medium used provides metabolite X.

**Ms. Repor-Tastory:** Ok, GAB are social beasts, like other microbes – I can understand that – but then another question. If ghost bugs are spores, which are dormant forms and hence inactive, how can they produce the proteins identified by Leonie and Hawiovi, especially those creepy damp chill proteins?

**Dr. Noitall-Most:** Another excellent question, Abi! This is due to the fact that members of populations of microbes exhibit physiological heterogeneity32: they generally exist in a range of different metabolic states, similar to us in fact: while most people go to bed between 10 and 11, go to sleep about 10 min after their heads hit the pillow, and sleep soundly for 7 hours, others watch...
television until 3 in the morning, or sleep for 4 hours before getting up for a cup of tea and a biscuit, and so on. Even folk belonging to a small, isolated, relatively homogeneous and unchanging community are all a bit different from one another; microbes are the same. Many bugs can live and carry out minimal metabolism with very little food: they have minimal energy/basal power requirements. Heterogeneity of behaviour means, for example, that statistically, at any moment a small percentage of the ghost microbiome would not be dormant spores but rather metabolically-active vegetative cells and could be expressing INPs on their cell surfaces. At temperatures below 0°C, these would recruit water vapour to form ice crystals, which would subsequently transform to water droplets when temperatures rise above 0°C. These in turn would hydrate neighbouring spores on the dust particles. Traces of food in the air – cooking oil vapour, fish volatiles, etc. in inhabited properties, dust of bat and rodent droppings, etc. in abandoned edifices, would then be sufficient to trigger spore germination and some metabolism, like the production of INPs, fluorescent proteins, gas vesicles, etc. As some spores germinate and undergo limited metabolism, some existing vegetative cells would return to the spore state. This stochastic process ensures that there are always some metabolically active ghost bugs on/in the host.

Ms. Repor-Tastory: I see. So where does all this leave us?

Dr. Noitall-Most: Well, of course, Dr. Geisterbahn was highly excited about the results, and immediately posed the next big question: where do ghost bugs come from? Do ghosts carry part of their old microbiome with them after death of their earthly form, or do they acquire a new, ghostly microbiome?

To answer this, it was necessary to compare ghost microbiomes with original skin microbiomes. This is obviously not a trivial task, but Professor Geisterbahn is an imaginative and energetic soul, and decided to investigate mummies. Important in the selection of study objects was that the bodies of the deceased had not been washed or otherwise treated, so mummies that had been produced by ritual procedures were unsuitable. However, there are a number of examples of naturally mummified bodies not subjected to any known human intervention after death and still wearing the original clothing sported prior to expiration. Crucial, of course, was that any mummy study object had a well-documented ghost, which drastically reduced the number of possible options, and excluded some interesting study object stratification possibilities. However, after much travel and visits to museums far and wide, particularly neglected ones off the beaten track, Professor Geisterbahn was able to source a handful of mummies that fulfilled the necessary criteria. Serendipitously, a walled-up 17th-century princess had been recently discovered in an abandoned decaying castle in Romania, and was duly recruited into the study cohort. As controls, mummies of individuals thought to have been happy souls, enjoying peaceful, non-violent deaths, and lacking any reports of post-death ghostly appearances, were selected.

Anyway, to cut short a long story of a complicated and logistically-challenging study, comparison of the spores from the ambient dust, skin and original clothing remains, and ghost paths, revealed no significant differences between the skin and clothing microbiota of ghostly and non-ghostly mummies, and no ghostbugs in them, though GAB were readily found in the ghostpaths.

Ms. Repor-Tastory: So where on earth do GAB come from?

Dr. Noitall-Most: Well, Abi: this is of course the 64 million dollar question. If they are not part of the skin microbiota of the original body, they must come from somewhere else: it seems that ghosts, once they decide to become part of our earthly experience, acquire a unique microbiome. But from where? As you know, there have been a number of large scale campaigns to assess and access microbial diversity, and currently there are major international efforts to obtain a comprehensive global inventory. But the thing is this: ghostbugs have never been detected in any of these campaigns, at least thus far.

Ms. Repor-Tastory: So they come out of thin air?

Dr. Noitall-Most: You jest, of course, but in fact this is precisely what Professor Geisterbahn and various members of the paranormal community propose: that in fact the ghost is the link between the world you and I know and love, and another parallel world inhabited by...well, who knows what, but perhaps including the ghostbugs. Of course, microbial ecologists always say: wherever life is possible, microbes will be there. But I am not sure if they would include paranormal habitats in their conceptual frameworks. However, Professor Tim Kennis of the Quentoon Institute for Advanced Study has advanced the view that current and past metagenome studies only detect microbes present in samples in numbers above a certain threshold, and that so-called rarefaction assessments of completeness of diversity coverage only work well when no taxon is extremely rare, so reliance on them to claim complete diversity coverage is unwarranted. He postulates that there is a fascinating world of as yet undiscovered microbes present in vanishingly small numbers in most environments, the so-called ultra-rare biosphere or, perhaps more appropriately in the case of ghostbugs, biological darkest matter, that will only be detected by ultra-deepest sequencing.

Ms. Repor-Tastory: So, if I understand you correctly, ghostbugs might be everywhere, not just on ghosts?

Dr. Noitall-Most: Yes, this is entirely possible, though pretty much all microbes have preferred habitats or,
since they are so small and their immediate environments are also tiny, **microhabitats**. So, even if ghostbugs are everywhere, Professor Geisterbahn would probably argue that their natural habitat is the ghost, and this is where they are to be found in the highest numbers. The thing is: the discovery of new microbes often results from the exploration of new habitats, as was the case with the discovery of ghostbugs. Since some GAB are distantly related to *Gloamingia shiveri*, the vampire bat microbe, the team’s current hypothesis is that GAB are ultra-rare members of communities of the vampire bat microbiome and are right now taking samples from vampire bats and the dust of bat caves at various sites around the world, to analyse by ultra-deepest metagenomics sequencing.

**Ms. Repor-Tastory:** Ok, Ani: to make full circle and come back to the exciting research currently taking place on the microbiome of the built environment: what do the experts think of all the ghostly stuff?

**Dr. Noitall-Most:** Oh, of course, most are highly sceptical. For example, Kennis has stated that, while he considers the results obtained by the German and American groups to be reliable and to constitute a significant advance in accessing and characterising rare microbial diversity, he is totally dismissive of the ghost context and views it as absurd, nothing more than hand waving. He says that, even for those folks who might not discard the possibility of the existence of ghosts, all studies so far are way too preliminary, based on small samples yielding results that do not allow meaningful statistical analysis, and lacking in scientific rigour. Most importantly, they only give correlations and, given the nature of the study objects, the establishment of causalities will be impossible.

**Ms. Repor-Tastory, looking relieved:** Ok, on that reassuring note, to bring this program to its end, let me pose my usual question: are there any applications emerging from this research?

**Dr. Noitall-Most:** Yes, Abi, there certainly are, especially in the domain of space travel.

Firstly, efforts to understand what biological functions are essential for life have so far mostly concentrated on analysis of the minimal genome essential for vital activities and reproduction. Now, however, the focus has shifted to what functions are needed for dormancy, since voyages to outer space will take decades, and normal life will not only require impossibly large payloads of food and waste disposal systems, but also result in arrival of very aged if not long-dead astronauts, or, equally problematic, astronauts completely insane from decades of continually talking about the weather back home, playing Sudoku and repetitively watching repeats of Top Gear and Big Bang Theory. So the only option is to make them dormant, and the study of the metabolic wherewithal of GAB has now taken centre stage. Interestingly, a number of health companies are also investing heavily in this type of research because they foresee a highly lucrative business in inducing dormancy in, shall-we-say, rich-to-super rich customers with currently untreatable health issues, until effective cures have been developed. These companies believe that a procedure to induce dormancy will replace the deepfreeze option currently on offer to this type of clientele.

Also in the realm of space travel, there is a lot of activity exploring the radiation-protection properties of various melamins based on SM, because spacecraft and their occupants are subjected to substantial amounts of hazardous radiation, once out of the Earth’s atmosphere. On the commercial scene, a number of personal care companies are investing heavily in SM and SMLAA research to develop next generation sunscreens and more general care products that protect skin against the aging effects of sun and radiation.

**Ms. Repor-Tastory:** Oh, marvellous! I just love lazing in the sun, but it does wreak havoc with my skin, especially on the more protruding parts of my body, so a better protectant to those currently available will be a wonderful thing.

**Dr. Noitall-Most:** Oh, absolutely! And while on the topic of protection, there is an established application relating to ice nucleating bacteria, namely the use of a *non-ice-nucleating bacterium* called *Pseudomonasfluorescens* A506 to outcompete, that is, to chase away, ice nucleating bacteria from crop plants and thus reduce frost damage in affected farming regions. It turns out that A506 also outcompetes certain plant disease-producing microbes, so is also used to prevent fire blight disease of fruit trees, though this is unrelated to the production of INP. This type of ecological pest management will certainly increase in future, as the use of toxic agrochemicals becomes more restricted. Another application of ice nucleating bacteria is in the production of artificial snow. One strain that produces a lot of INP is the basis of a commercial product that, when added to water used in snow makers, enables high quality snow to be produced at higher temperatures. Snowmax – oh, sorry: I did not mean to name the product to avoid appearing to endorse it – is extensively used in ski resorts in some countries. And, as one might imagine, there are applications in the production of frozen foods, like ice cream, where INP enables the controlled formation of small and stable ice crystals that provide a superior consistency to ice emulsions.

**Ms. Repor-Tastory:** Wow: this is just amazing!

**Dr. Noitall-Most:** Yes – without knowing it, we all are exposed in diverse ways to ice nucleating bacteria – they are on the salad plants and frozen foods we consume, the rain that falls on us when we forget the umbrella, the snow we eat after our snowboard clips a
rock when we become distracted by thoughts about our competitors at work, ex-boy/girlfriends, an incoming selfie on the smart phone, and so on.

In terms of other applications of ghostbug research, two very exciting synthetic biology projects are currently underway at the Lorenzo von Syntech High Security Institute for Artificial Life in Madrid, headed by the world-renowned Professor Vic Torde. One is to create a Bacillus subtilis cell factory for the high-level production of SM, and variants of this melanin, which can be applied as sort of radioprotective skin for coating spacecraft and for incorporating into astronaut accoutrements. An even more interesting goal is to introduce into GAB strains the missing genes present in minimal genomes of bugs able to grow and reproduce, in order to create GAB derivatives that can be grown and properly studied in the laboratory. Comparison of GAB with their viable, vital variants will advance our understanding of dormancy and longevity, and how it can be exploited in various organisms, including us.

Ms. Repor-Tastory: But isn’t there a possibility that a microbial Frankenstein will be created?

Dr. Noitall-Most: Good question, Abi! In fact, Vic is very conscious of this possibility and his colleagues will therefore simultaneously engineer into GAB study objects conditional lethal genes that will only allow the new bugs to survive under special, restrictive laboratory conditions.

Ms. Repor-Tastory: Well, I have the feeling that this program will fuel a lot of thought and discussion. The possible existence of ghosts is obviously a matter more contentious now than before; I guess the microbes, as always, are keeping all options open. In the meantime, thank you, Ani, for this highly interesting expose, and thank you viewers for joining us for this episode of ‘Microbiome Discoveries that Change our Lives’.
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Explanatory Notes for Online Version at www.theabsurdmicrobe.com


2 Health Warning. This article is a figment of the authors’ imagination; any serious contemplation may unnecessarily challenge the mental harmony of the reader.

3 any possible resemblance of the fictional characters and organisations in this fable to a real person, organisation or enterprise is coincidental and unintentional

4 Dedicated to pioneering researchers of the microbiology of the built environment global microbial diversity initiatives, single cell microbiology/genomics and genome-guided drug discovery, minimal genome, and minimal energy, physiological heterogeneity in bacterial populations, fluorescent proteins and their applications, bacterial melanin and MLAA, bacterial ice nucleation, the rare biosphere, and as always, synthetic biology.


No, sorry: this is not an image of ghostspores present on a ghostpad, but rather a collage of images of diverse spore types produced by aerial mycelia of different strains of Actinomycete


Native American Indian male name meaning Going down the ladder (http://www.sheknows.com/baby-names/name/hawiovi)

No sorry, these are not ghostbacteria, but different cell types of strains isolated by Ken Timmis, Joan Timmis and Balbina Nogales from the phylospheres of gorgeous plants on the beautiful campus of the University of the Balearic Isles, following a sampling (vegetation denuding) campaign, while KT was a short-term postdoc of BN, to whom he expresses infinite gratitude, and to the UIB for a grant supporting his stay in Palma. Back in Braunschweig, Gabriella Molinari and Manfred Rohde revealed the fascinating ultrastructures of isolate 2H5 (images 1, 3 and 4), from Populus nigra, which was identified as a Hymenobacter sp., and isolate 2A1 (images 2, 5 and 6), from a cactus flower, which was identified as a strain of Hymenobacter ocelatus, the type strain of which is, however, distinctly less ghostly and altogether quite boring in appearance. The spores in the image are conidia from Aspergillus fumigatus.

The naming of Spookia bogeymana provoked a certain amount of controversy, because a newish member of the International Committee on Systematics of Prokaryotes objected on the grounds that the species name was sexist and, since members of this genus came from ghosts of both sexes, they should be named S. bogeyhumana. According to one insider, the discussion became rather heated and lines were drawn, not as usual between (c)lumpers and splitters (Love, M. (1982) A rose by any other name. New Sci. 94: 431-2; Endersby, J. (2009) Lumpers and splitters: Darwin, Hooker, and the search for order. Science. 326: 1496-9), but rather between younger (politically correct) and older (Benny Hill-Monty Python-raised) members. Eventually, the majority of the members of the Committee, which has an average age of 68, concluded that the disputed term bogeyman was a generic term for (ostensibly imaginary) monsters used to frighten children into good behaviour, and thus the gender of the ghost was a red herring; the Committee allowed the proposed name.

Since almost all of the bacterial sporeforming ghostbugs were related to one another, but not to other known bacteria, they were assigned to a new phylum: the Candidate Division Spookybacteria.
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